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ITALY BEST: Captain Aurelio De Carolis, 46. It 'has 
recently been appointed commander of the largest 
aircraft carrier Cavour in the Italian Navy. 540 men with 
advanced equipment ready to intervene in any 
emergency. The newly appointed Commander of the 
Naval Academy in addition to the Diploma and Degree in 
Physics taken at Sapienza University of Rome, in his 
pocket an MBA from London Business School, one of the 
most famous institutions of learning in the world. 

Ten lines of the rural tradition: Testimony of John the Baptist Poracchia, born in Canosa, 
Preit township, born in 1909. "The emigration to France began in the 1870s. In those days 
there was misery. Many of Preit went to France to do the draper. In 1900 450 people lived 
here. Seventy children to school. There were many families who had six to twelve cows, 
but there were also families with a cow or two. Emigration was all, was indispensable. 
France was our second homeland. Preit with its pastures, children needed to rent. Until 
1870 children rented cost anything. Then, with the beginning of emigration to France, 
already had to pay them. The market for children was Prazzo, on the occasion of the 
exhibition of the Annunciation. In 1935 he rented a ten year old boy, earning 400 pounds, 
the cost of a calf from June to September. The contract gave the master a pair of shoes or 
a dress. The trading on the market Prazzo happened more or less like this: "If u piciot to 
AFIT vos ia lu taken and Stren (If you want to rent your child is the price and the gift). The 
contract made him "a bucia" on the mouth, the word was the word "if truciavu the man, the 
'contract was fat" (rubbed, touched her hand, the contract was made). " (1)  
   
                                         HUNTING THE SHORT CIRCUIT 
  

We have requested 
information for an expert 
in electricity and we were 
told that in real 
conditions, the current 
flowing in the form of a 
short circuit is limited by 
the resistance of wires 
and connections. 
Sometimes suffers from 
a common electrical 
current intensity can 
reach values from 
thousands to hundreds 
of thousands of amps 
with surge likely to cause 
the melting of 



conductors, which can lead to explosions and fires. Here the similarity: electricity hunting. 
It 'now been a short circuit. We feared for some time, and then after a week we have 
nothing to add and nothing to take away from what we have argued, as published, with 
what is written in the previous Notebook No 123. Including things and actions that should 
be done as soon as possible, without losing a minute. What we do not repeat as tired 
enough to bring things to those who are undecided about what to do.  
The short circuit is between politics, all (including the new party and the Future of Freedom 
that two months ago has led, indirectly, with a special issue of Charter-Tiny, one of the 
most violent and sophisticated attacks in recent years to hunters Italian) and the social 
block of the hunters and all related activities. The circuit is also one of the hunters and the 
hunting base. This is the reality. Ban the sophistry and useless chatter. The "short" results 
because of the damage are additive with other "short circuits" that have occurred and do 
occur and that are based upon the parties and the public. It 's a short circuit or not the fact 
that a Governor of a State declares that there is no need to waste money on "stones" of 
the Schola Armaturarum Juventis (Domus of Gladiators) in Pompeii? It 's a short circuit for 
three days or not that information is no reflector is on the severe flood in the Veneto 
region, where many entrepreneurs and farmers have seen in a few seconds to blend work 
and sacrifices of a life? It' s a short circuit or not that which arises in the relationship 
between politics and citizens for waste-related events in Naples, Ruby Heartbreaker, or 
two houses, one in Rome and one in Monaco? Perhaps not considered affected by a sort 
of short circuit that 47% of pensioners receiving less than 500 euro per month, or those 
close to 500,000 workers who lost their jobs in 2009? It 's a short circuit or not the fact that 
two ministers in charge of a government take different attitudes and entirely unique? The 
one who has the delegation in the field hunting, after a long and thoughtful silence, was 
heard in these last hours and the other (we disclaim the word minister to men) take action 



to say the least questionable in open contradiction to the Constitution.  
Now everyone ran to speak. A river of words and of leadership for its own sake. Everyone 
tries to tell her, to exonerate themselves, to soften, to put on a table, say not involved. And 
here they are the promises and the policy documents for future reference that does not 
fascinate anyone. Nowhere in the world, hunting is prohibited (except Switzerland with 
regard to the canton of Geneva). We have received representation from some residents 
hunting in some European nations alarmed communications. They express a strong 
addition to disconcerting ask us to read, from now on, the notebook translated into English. 
They also recommend to send our editorial to the EU Commission and FACE. What we 
will do, by publishing, for the first time, this editorial published in the required language for 
easy reading on the internet. This initiative is only in our expertise of public character. We 
have no mandate (and we're 
happy) nor the inclination 
nor the leisure to interfere 
with hunting Italian makers. 
Only exercise a right that we 
receive .21 Article of the 
Constitution.  
A Minister who is not a 
delegation supports the 
need to protect hunting's 
image. Well why not do it in 
the specific area of 
expertise? I wonder why in a 
recent ranking published by 
the Republic is third last in 
the index of satisfaction of 
Ministers that make up the 
Berlusconi government? In 
the tourism sector, Italy, in 
2009, lost two positions over 
2008 to stand at sixth place 
in the "top ten" world, which 
sees the United States first, 
surpassed by France and 
New Zealand. "The turbulent 
climate that has 
characterized the past year - 
said Susanna Bellandi, CEO 
of Future Brands - certainly 
has not helped: the 
scandals, waste, gossip 
have made their mark. The 
impression is that the 
country suffers from a 
stagnation of thought, which 
affects almost all sectors. 
And as if he lived on the laurels of the past, never really thinking about renewal, while the 
rest of world travel at very different speeds. " Federturismo has even spoken of "disaster 
tourism", resulting from a fall of 10% of trips to Italy. The difficulties have highlighted the 
structural weaknesses of the system that can appreciate the enormous resources at its 



disposal. We slipped - Federturismo states - to 28th place in the ranking of the World 
Forum for Ecomic competitiveness in tourism.  
Other than an interest in the consciousness of animals, to abolish hunting, or to support 
the repeal of Article. 842 of the Civil Code!  
 
Who study history before you speak or ask, "Enlightenment". Freedom of hunting in our 
country has even been known to occur from the Papal States by a regulation (we have one 
copy) inspired by Pope Leo XII (August 14, 1839) served to secure compliance by 
Cardinal Giacomo Giustiniani. In Title II prohibits the entry into the funds of others only if 
trusses to walls and hedges, or fields that are preparing to crops, or planted with fruit or 
pending. In the Central Administration of Umbria Perugia February 10, 1798 decreed with 
an edict signed by President Angiolo Cocchi that "the problem of hunting and fishing 
reserve, to be unnecessarily long detested, is not removed, and extinguished. And 'straight 
(it's written like this note) of every free man to go hunting in all fields and woodlands, 
mountains and valleys, to fish in any river. " Then all legislation from the new Civil Code 
and hunting laws that followed, confirmed the right of hunters to hunt on private funds, 
unless the funds are terminated in the manner prescribed by law or where there are crops 
in place susceptible to damage. The Italian people in 1990, through referendums, has 
made nothing, having no quorum, the demand for repeal of the rule.  
 

The silent 
majority of 
Italians, those 
subject to various 
"short circuit" has 
other things to 
think about, but 
run behind the 
initiative of a 
Minister without 
delegation on 
hunting, which 
uses to pursue its 
own questionable 
actions of some 
characters of the 
reflected light of 
the world 
Scientific, writers, 

and politicians who say good night and day without making any distinction. We do not like 
to pull out of helicopters, delicatessens, fish products, and kennels. We respond with 
arguments and reason, not with invective that are useless. We appeal especially to two 
illustrious companions of the Minister: Prof. Veronesi and Don Luigi Lorenzetti, already 
with a speech, quite casually, at the "Charter-Minute" (New Series IV-year in July-August 
2010 No. 4) , has treated as "sin" from the religious point of view who does things hunting.  
 
Professor Veronesi and some followers of his thought, that we respect, should be attracted 
to their cultural background, the more the pull of "Evolution" by Charles Robert Darwin and 
less from the "creationist" who was inspired by religion. They come out of the theories that 
sometimes unwittingly befitting to a mold "nihilist." An example? (They could do many 
different in nature). Just think a moment about the food of animal origin that we procure 



and use for daily life, from various sources of supply. The chicken you eat a "beast" is the 
same as eating a "hunter." There is a difference between taking a chicken or a pheasant? 
Both are raised, perhaps the first in a cage that resembles a small prison, the second 
grows in open areas where hunting exercises scheduled. It is recognized, however, a fact 
that men and "pure" (which should be false according to experts in the media circuit, the 
"animal rights") such as eating "impure" (which gave us in the form of self-deprecating). 
Both "pure" and "impure" contribute to the equal use of the food products from the food 
chain. One last thing: the neck is pulled (Prof. Veronesi you tell a layman who is not a 
rational kill an animal) is the chicken that eats both animal that eats the hunter. So why 
practice a piety AC as the animals crying just to not eat the chicken?  
Yeah, but we forgot that Professor Veronesi She is a vegetarian. And we must say, food 
products with GMOs that you differently from us, defends, are partly intended to raise 
animals? Being a vegetarian should not he care? If Charles Robert Darwin returned to life 
and meet a vegetarian even greeted him. And sorry for you In fact, his theories 
"evolutionist" or the selection of species, do not hold that much in relation to the level of 
concern zoocoenoses which is found increasingly in many areas. Imagine the diseases 
that also affect humans if all of a sudden, being vegetarian does not eat meat. And what 
repercussions would weigh on the economy? She says there's the ethics! We say that the 
men first and then the animals. (Even if required). 
  
And now we come to 
religion. Don Luigi Lorenzetti 
said: "Man created the 
guardian of the poor" 
(particularly the rulers we 
add): The Priest theorizes 
the existence of a "sin" and 
then a penalty of the afterlife 
on the basis of certain 
considerations which are of 
a kind of annoyance and 
amazement in us who are 
believers but sinners. 
Already there are many sins 
that we should serve and 
never thought we would add 
one that comes from our passion. (To avoid any misunderstanding we repeat: passion 
hunting). Don Lorenzetti argues: "On such statements can be understood that the 
ecological crisis in general and the animals in particular, are no strangers to the message 
that the Church is called to convey in announcing the plan of God over creation and over 
all creatures" The cases are unfortunately so many, even too many, and among these, the 
deplorable neglect of animals, the so-called scientific experimentation that maims and kills, 
the fur industry, which only serves to vanity, hunting for sport, breeding and battery 
slaughterhouses. " Understand? From now on everyone will be in the confessional that 
you will beat your chest and confess. "Father I have sinned because I am a hunter." How 
sad and angry at the same time. A moral thought can only be derived using a human 
religion or belief. It is clear that the Judeo-Christian religions do not prescribe in any way to 
treat animals as if they were men. Conversely, human conventions have the power to 
regulate anything, but only as a duty of every individual from the community where he 
lives. Of course, only if it is regulated by law. Who has the desire can profess devotion to 



animals, but it is not allowed to claim any case the objective law of the animal in us. It 
covers only those claims ridiculous and hateful to non-existent rights.  
 
Do not want to "tailor" the issues. Bring water to the mill of the "custom" and that is what 
they seek and hope. The way of posing the problems, the arrogance, the arrogance of the 
Minister without delegation on hunting, has exceeded all limits. All actions have a political 
connotation. And all actions have a political response. This is the spice of democracy. If 
the majority parties do not go beyond the generic signature of documents only in words 
that express a desire to be proved, and we refer to the recent document signed by 90 
senators about the PDL, and the opposition parties, so diligent in presenting the 
resolutions parliamentary no-confidence, with hunters make a deaf ear, both the majority 
and the opposition have the answer they deserve. When? How? It 's a riddle. But it is easy 
to solve. In fact, the early election appears imminent. For this time around, "sings and 
paper villan sleeping." After a long wait, after so many disappointments and all the 
chickens come home to roost. Then of course there are in all things as exceptions. We are 
referring to some MPs that for better or for worse, but only at the individual level, they did 
what they could do. E 'must be honest in recognizing him. They could contribute more? 
Maybe you and maybe not, given the situation. Their names: Sergio Berlato, Franco Orsi 
and Valerio Carrara.  
 
In conclusion, we focus on a detail. Minister without hunting delegation has "shown" its 
sponsor, as if to say, who can present to you hunters? The gladly satisfied with some 
names that come to mind: The Pharaoh Tutankhamen in 1136 BC great hunter of lions 
and African fairs, Emperor Frederick II of Swabia, Holy Roman Emperor, Giovanni 
Boccaccio, poet and writer Florence, Lorenzo de 'Medici, the great Renaissance character; 
Vittorio Emanuele II King of Italy, nicknamed the King Hunter, Giacomo Puccini World-
famous musician, Ernest Emingway Nobel Lettteratura; Mario Rigoni Stern gentleman 

hunter Indro Montanelli one of the greatest Italian 
journalists, Francesco De Martino Senator for life; 
Italian Fausto Coppi a myth of sport, French writer 
Alexandre Dumas, Philip D 'Edinburgh Prince co 
nsort of the Queen of England, Ivan Turgenyev 
one of the most important Russian writers, Wilbur 
Smith, the greatest contemporary writer of 
success; Pier Luigi Vigna magistrate Luigi 
Angeletti union; Franco Nobile-renowned 
oncologist, John Guareschi, writer, Bryan Ferry 
Musician, singer Eric Clepton; Sarah Palin 
American politics. Roberto Baggio who received 
the other day in Hiroshima, Japanese city, a 
symbol of the horrors of war and the recognition 
as "Man of Peace" by winning the eleventh "World 
Peace Award 2010".  
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